
 
 

 

Dear Guests, 

Your health and comfort is very important for us. Our primary focus is to provide a 

place where you can hygenically feel secure. 

Therefore we would like to share you our hygiene and cleaning measures which may 

occur during or after COVID-19 Pandemic or other possible epidemic hazards as a 

summary. 

Our employed procedure about hygene and cleaning in Anemon Hotels has some 

additions due to Covid-19 PAndemic;  

 The article called “Operational Matters about Covid-19 Management” for 

accommodation sector from World Health Organization (WHO), 

 Republic of Turkey Ministry of Health Science Committee’s explanations and 

decisions , 

 Public mandate and obligation artickes that have been published in the 

Republic of Turkey Ministry of Culture and Tourism as the normalization 

process 

 Considering local health units  and secture units’ opinion and suggestions a 

set of new standards have been added. 

 

In this pandemic process our Covid Team which composed from Anemon Hotels 

Headquarters and Our Hotel Managers are following the developments and agenda 

continuously. With our Team’s determinations and suggestions revisions will be 

made on procedure and applications if necessary according to new developments. 

Besides in our hotels thanks to fast and healthy communication decisions taken fast 

and with the lead of our Hotel MAnagers who are in charge of the application of 

action plan Workplace Health and Safety Units constituted and all staff educated 

needfully. 

 

OUR ACTIONS AND HYGIENIC MEASURES ABOUT STAFF 

One of the most important fact for effective hygiene technic is our staff’s hygiene, 

stay healthy and be conscious about this topic who related to you, our precious 

guests directly or indirectly or each other. Measures and applications taken about this 

are below. 

 Our staff’s transfer car which used for going to work disinfected before and 

after they transferred. They have to wear masks during their transfer and the 

cars have %50 capasity so social distance rule is obeyed. 



 
 

 Before start work they undergo medical screening and measuring fever with 

digital thermometry. If there is high fever or symptoms about disease staff 

can’t start work. Necessary instructions given to staff when they feel unwell 

they don’t come to the workplace. 

 Staff uniforms changed and  washed frequently and our staff disinfected 

before start work. 

 Mutual staff areas and background work units has sufficient number of 

disinfection units. Each staff has to disinfecte hands and wash them according 

to the rule hourly regardless of the department. 

 Our staff who works for housekeeping, food and beverages production and 

stewarding has to wear disposable mask and gloves. 

 Common use areas for staff have banners, brochures about pandemic and 

hygiene and safe social distance rule obeyed in this areas. 

 Each staff have known and obey social distance rule against both our guests 

and between themselves. The staff who related to our guests directly has 

made mask praxis when required. 

 All  our hotels have alliances with hospitals and health units and course of 

actions for contingency. 

 At the beginning of pandemic all our staff have educated by expert firms and 

health team about pandemic, protectionism and mode of transmission . They 

repeated continuously. These topics passed over continuously at Operation 

Meetings which set everyday. 

 

DISINFECTION PROCESS 

All our hotels’s; Guest Rooms, Restaurants, Bars, Spa and Fitness Units, General 

Areas, Meeting Rooms, Congress Halls and all other guest areas and Kitchen 

Areas, Staff Areas, offices and all storages disinfected detailed with Diversey 

Disinfection Products which approved and known. The disinfection proceeds 

periodically by professionals. 

 



 
 

 

COMMUNAL AREA HYGIENIC AND CLEANING MEASURES 

In all our hotels we cooperate with globally known chemical cleaning firm 

‘Diversey Seledair’. Company executives give detailed educations to our staff at 

regular intervals. That provides the usage of right dose and right chemicals during 

cleaning. Each area cleaned and disinfected with different equipments and proper 

cleaning materials. 

 All communal areas and toilets, surfaces where people get in touch a lot, door 

handles, handrails, elevators, elevator buttons, sinks, faucets, pissoirs and 

toilet bowls are cleaning with a major finickily as always. After cleaning with 

chemicals and water, disinfection is made. 

 One in every two urinal is out of use. All these staff who works for this job use 

disposable mask and gloves. 

 In all communal areas, toilets and all spots required have hand disinfection kit 

and units and they are following – up finickly. 

 Frequency of cleaning and disinfection increased and checked through control 

lists. 

 The capacity of our elevators bounded as a member of one family, 4 people in 

one group or 2 unacquainted people in one time. Elevator usage instructions 

have put a visible place. 

 Lounge seats in all communal areas rearranged in deference to safe social 

distance. 

 

CHECK-IN AND CHECK-OUT 

A set of additional measures have taken for you, our valuable guests to check-in and 

check-out easyly and sanitary. 

 Our guests will be informed about social distance during check-in and there 

won’t be bellboy service temporary according to infectious risk and guests will 

carry their own luggage. 



 
 

 Distant termometers are located in enterances/reception and take temperature 

and if something goes wrong and the lead of the law on the protection of 

personel data the action plan will be obeyed, only themselves will be informed. 

 Our staff will tell our precaution and measures generally, there will be a hand 

disinfectant at reception desk and our Covid hand brochures will be hand to 

our guests. 

 In our hotels, our Front Office Managers are in charge of helping our guests in 

everyway. 

 All measures have taken against crowded during check in and check out, 

social distance spaces have shown and safe resting areas have occured. 

 Key cards disinfected before our guests checked in and put into protetcion 

cover. 

 The pencil which is given to you to fill required documents is disinfected. 

 There will be connectless pos devices within the bounds and these devices 

will disinfected continuously. 

 In all out hotels, our guests can use rzvanemon mobile if they want in order to 

quick, healthy communication and be up to speed. 

 All process which may need connection certainly obey social distance rule 

during Check in and Check out. 

 

GUEST ROOMS 

In all our guest rooms our aim is you to stay in a sanitary, safe and clean place. 

 Our housekeeping staff and managers are working with disposable masks and 

gloves. After cleaning each room, hands will wash, new masks and gloves will 

be worn and according to the colour code of Hygienic Measures of the Ministry 

of Tourism the cleaning swabs will change. 

 In room cleanings we use chemicals contained bleacher and effective 

disinfectants. Most importance is given to the places where hands touched 

most like door handles, faucets, phones, remote controllers, lighting buttons, 

kettles, minibars, first they cleaned and than disinfected. 



 
 

 Linens picked up everyday but don’t shaked, that prevents powder and dust, 

all bad sheets picked up in different bags. 

 All linens washed in 90 degrees and enough time. 

 Hotel guest amenities disinfected before placed. 

 Our minibar products disinfected before held from suppliers, keep in safe 

areas and served to our rooms. 

 After cleaning has finished the room ventilated at least one hour and 

disinfected routinely. 

 Room capasity usage followed finickly and placed as sparse as possible and 

after check-out, cleaning and disinfection new guests won’t check in for a 

while. 

FOOD AND BEVERAGE UNIT 

In all our hotels we won’t be serving full room capacity for a while. Thats why we are 

aiming safe social distance in food and beverage units. 

 In our hotels breakfast served with disposable products. 

- Breakfast served in breakfast room; in a disposable breakfast box. 

- According to new capacities the distance between tables is min 1,5 meters, 

distance between chairs is 60 centimeters. 

- Instead of salt and pepper there are disposable ones. 

- Hot beverages ( in all places tea – coffee etc.) served only in paper cups. 

-  Breads are in pochette also plastic fork, knife, spoon and table napkin in 

use. 

- After each guest usage, tables and american services disinfected. 

- There are hand sanitizer/disinfectants on accessible areas for both guests 

and staff. 

Even after the new circular and rules we started to open buffet service, our buffets 

will use more hygenic and safe products and change them with the new ones 

frequently. Self service won’t be allowed, a staff will be at the buffet full-time and 

provide the needs. 



 
 

All Food and Beverage Units entrances have hand disinfection devices and a staff 

take charge in capacity usage and greets. 

All Food and Beverage Units have table, chair, stool and sitting spaces rearranged 

according to recommanded safe social distance. 

In out tables there won’t be tablecloths and cloth napkins, menaj equipments will 

disinfected after every usage. 

The dishes in our Food and Beverage Units won’t handwashed, they certainly will 

washed in the dishwasher and according to the situation presantations may be on 

disposable products. 

 All Food and Beverage areas, table, chair, counter and buffets  will properly cleaned 

and disinfected 

 

SPA – FITNESS AND SPORT AREAS 

Our hotels containing turkish bath, sauna, massage areas and care services, outdoor 

swimming pool, indoor pool are rearranged according to Ministry of Health’s 

decisions and Ministry of Culture and Tourism’s cicular. 

 We have discontinued to turkish bath, sauna, steam bath etc services until 

further notice. 

 Units usage in fitness and gym needs reservation and the amount of people is 

limited according to entrance and exit times. After every usage cleaning of the 

area and equipments is made with the proper hygien products. 

 Hand sanitary is being used in relevant areas 

 Products (soap, foam, shampoo etc.) in revelant areas are disposable. 

 

GENERAL INFORMATIONS 

Covid-19 pandemic effected both world and Turkish Republic where our hotels 

located, this create extraordinary situations and it can be seen that normalization is 



 
 

very quick. The locations of all our hotels are central and easy to acces full-fledged 

healthcare organizations. In possible cases our action plan is ready in all our hotels. 

All operation and applications are recorded. 

Our materials and goods which we present to our valuable guests are buying from 

safe suppliers and before accepting all of them are disinfecting and checking 

properly.  

In our facilities storage conditions and holding are doing utterly hygienic places. In 

addition to all of these we are supporting and working for ‘Hygiene Certification 

Program’ about pandemic which is decided by Ministry of Tourism and well accepted 

from international tourism facilities and firms. 

Best Regards 

Anemon Turizm İnş ve Tic Aş. 

 


